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I’ve been posting short
stories on Instagram for seven
months. Some of the stories are
just okay, but some of them are
pretty good.
As I think about Instagram
and my writing in general, one
of the biggest challenges is getting my work in front of people
so they can discover it.
With my current collection
of stories that are all nine pages
long + a cover picture, I found
that they make very mice 16page booklets.
A booklet is a short book.
The ones I’m looking at are
made by folding pieces of paper
in half and then putting staples
in the fold. In this way, each
sheet of paper makes four pages.
In a 16 page booklet, you
have front, and back covers,
front and back inside cover, and
12 pages. This works great for
my 10-page stories.
The front cover is the original artwork. The inside front
cover is the copyright information. The third page is the title
of the story. The fourth page
is a black and white version of
the cover art. Pages 5 through
13 are the story. Pages 14 & 15
is about me and what I want to
do with other artists. The back
cover is contact information for
me and the artist that made the
artwork.

Booklets
The idea is that I can print
some up and give them away,
sort of like business cards.
I as for a quote to print 50
of four different ones. The price
came back at $750, or 3.75 each.
Just a little too much for a givea-way booklet. I was a little confused by the price because I can
get a 150 page perfectly bound
book from Amazon for the same
price.
Perfectly bound is where
individual pages are glued together.
The answer, of course, is
volume. I did some more searching and found that if I get 4000
copies instead of 200 copies, the
price goes down to $0.28 each.
That’s more like a give-away
price.
So, if I get 200 copies of
20 different booklets, and I can
find a printer that will give me
the 4000 piece price, then I’m
good. I can give the booklets
away, one at a time. I could sell
individual booklets for $1.25 a
piece. I could also bundle them
up, get a case for them to fit in
and sell sets of 20 booklets for
$20.00.
With that in the back on my
mind, I went through the work
of converting my existing stories
into the new booklet format. I
completed 17 of them and went
to Staples to get some prototypes
made.
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The prototypes cost $2.50 a
piece, but are a bit rough. The
margins were wrong because of
how their printer works, but they
do give me a good idea of what
the final product will be like.
I’ve been showing them to
people, and they seem to like
them – not that anyone wants to
buy them. A couple of people
did want to take one for free.
Thinking about this, I also
came up with two other ideas.
I could do a booklet a month
subscription, where each month
you get a booklet in the mail. At
0.8 oz each + the weight of the
envelope, I can probably ship
them standard mail.
The second thought was to
create some booklets specifically
targeted to the upcoming presidential campaign. There are a lot
of topics that I care about, that
can be difficult to understand,
that I might be able to write
short booklets that could make
the details easier to understand.
Other than donating money
to campaigns, I’ve never really
gotten involved before. This
could be a way for me to make
a difference. I think I’m going
to spend a few evening doing
research and writing a few booklets.
Who knows, I might send
then to some candidates and see
what happens.
So, what do you think?

Would you subscribe to a
booklet of the month club? Maybe a booklet every two weeks?
If you could pick one issue
to focus on in the upcoming
election, what issue would you
choose?
If I was going to create children’s books, what topics would
you want to get for your child?
Well, enough of the questions. Just send me an e-mail and
let me know you actually read
this far. In two more editions of
this newsletter, I will have been
putting them out every month
for ten years.
In those ten years, I’ve
grown to 60 people on my mailing list. This is not the kind of
growth I had hoped for. Let me
know if you think I should keep
doing them.
So, here is one of the 19 stories I have ready. The final print
size is 4.75” x 4.57”. I actually
would like one a little smaller,
but this seems to be the smallest
that printers do – it probably has
something to do with how closely they can space the staple.
The copyright page contains
both the artist’s information, my
information, and my companies
information.
On the title page (and everywhere else) I always put the
artist’s name first. I do this for
two reasons: to recognize the
fact that they created the art
before I wrote the story, and that
their picture is what inspired the
story.
Do those sound like good
reasons to you?
Right now I’m just planning
on giving these away, but on the
off chance that someone wants

to buy one, or the whole set I’ve
got to think about royalties to
the artist (for the free one, I’m
paying to advertise from them,
so that feels like enough to me).
I’m planning on giving the
artists 50% of the profits from
any sale. That’s on the high side
since I’m doing all the selling
work, but their art is what started
it all.

If one of the artists doesn’t
like the offer, I’ll give them
100% of the profits for the books
sold so far and stop selling them.
The last two pages are my
sells pitch to other artists. The
hope is that eventually some of
the artists I’m writing stories for
will want to do something more
substantial with me – i.e., collaborate.
The back cover has the contact information one more time,
so people reading the booklet
can find the artists and me.
That’s about it for this topic.
Do me a big favor and send
this off to one (or ten) of your
friends that might be interested
in what I’m doing.
Also, if you would like a free
copy of one of my booklets (or
would like to sign up for one a
month for a small fee) just send
me an e-mail, and I’ll get one off
to you.
If you’re not already on the
mail list, go to DouglasGClarke.
com to see back issues, and
make sure to sign-up at http://
www.douglasgclarke.com/
lists/?p=subscribe so you won’t
miss the next issue.
Thanks, and have a great
summer,
		
Douglas.

